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Disclaimer 
 

The commands and code used in this document are for educational purposes only and may be incomplete. You may 

refer to the CLI reference from Nimble or the man pages for more detailed information. Do not run any of these 

commands in any environment without a thorough review, and at your own risk. Ultimately you are responsible on how 

these commands and techniques behave in your specific environment. This article is also a case-study on one possible 

implementation plan for a specific Oracle Database implementation. Other Oracle installations may require different 

solutions not covered in this article. This article is by no means complete; there are many other tools and techniques 

that can be employed to achieve the same results. There are also many other Linux and Oracle techniques not contained 

in this article. The below examples may not represent the best use for your environment and are geared toward smaller 

shops, not all techniques will be possible with large systems. This article is intended only to relay basic concepts and 

strategies, and provided as-is with no guarantee or warranty to the extent permitted by law. Please limit criticism to that 

which is constructive and beneficial to the community. 

 

Nimble, Oracle (NON-ASM), and Linux 
 

Nimble storage has integration tool for Oracle called Noradatamgr which facilitates cloning an Oracle instance and 

presenting it to the OS. This is a very powerful tool; however, this tool requires Oracle ASM. Oracle ASM (Automatic 

Storage Management) is a volume manager developed by Oracle. It is highly proprietary and is designed in such a way 

where the OS has very little direct access. Various Oracle tools must be used to manage your data files; it cannot be 

directly mounted to the OS and places the file system behind a “black box” which can be confusing if you are not familiar 

with the Oracle management tools. For shops that do not want to use Oracle ASM, or just want to know more about 

Nimble integration, this article is for you. This article will also cover some integration techniques not available with the 

Nimble Oracle integration tool, so even if you already use Noradatamgr and Oracle ASM, you may find this article useful. 

 

I recently had the opportunity to integrate a Nimble Storage SAN with Oracle (non-ASM). The project entailed running a 

medium sized production Oracle database and as many as 10 test systems from production snapshots. The problem with 

the project was that Nimble does not have utilities to integrate with NON-Oracle ASM systems, so any integration will 

need to be developed in-house. 

 

So… Why not convert to ASM? Converting to ASM means an increase in complexity. If you’re organization doesn’t have 

the resources to learn and maintain a complicated Oracle system, you may opt to keep things simple. Keeping things 

simple allows more in-house staff to manage more of the Oracle platform. Implementing new software such as ASM 

may also require a new backup and recovery strategy, and requires a more specialized skill set. For these reasons Oracle 

ASM was not implemented. 

 

Before we get into specifics, here is a quick summary of some of the utilities we will be using. 

 

1. ncmadm – Nimble supplied utility for maintaining iSCSI and multipath connection to the filer 

2. iscsiadm – Linux supplied native iSCSI management utility 

3. multipath – Linux supplied native multipath management utility. 

4. Oracle SQLPlus. 

 

Nimble is an extremely flexible filer with great analytics, and excellent support. I have always had positive experiences 

with their hardware and staff. We must use all of these utilities, not just the Nimble utilities to properly maintain the 

iSCSI integration. 



Project Background 
 

Infrastructure: Nimble Filer, Two or more RedHat EL7 Oracle Servers, multiple high speed Ethernet iSCSI adapters. Note 

this article will not go into filer or multipath configuration. 

 

The project requires migrating an Oracle production RDBMS to Nimble storage and using snapshots to run up to 10 test 

Oracle databases that do not utilize Oracle ASM. The project also requires integration scripts so in-house non-DBA staff 

can perform test database refreshes, and an automated system to report and cleanup old snapshots that are no longer 

needed. It also requires automated snapshots to be used for backups, which are to be temporarily mounted so the 

backup files can be flushed to secondary storage. The project also needs the ability to backup test databases and restore 

them back to the same or to different test databases. 

 

Also included was a Linux Menu System to organize and present tasks for execution so users don’t have to go digging 

through the maintenance script directory, which can become cluttered over time. I usually provide a similar menu at no 

cost, contact me if you are interested in an easy to configure Linux menu system. 

 

Snapshots are nothing new (they have been around for quite a while) but let me take a few minutes to talk about a 

Nimble Zero-Point Clone. A clone is a volume created from a snapshot. Both clones and snapshots can be mounted 

read/write and manipulated. So if they both can be mounted just like a volume what is the purpose of a clone? First, by 

cloning a snapshot we can create multiple volumes based on a single snapshot. This is useful if you want to support 

multiple databases from the same snapshot. Second, a clone is a volume, and as such, has all the capabilities and 

configuration settings of a regular volume. For example, a volume can be snapshotted, so we could create a clone from a 

snapshot and then snapshot the cloned volume, then create another snapshot/clone and snapshot that. 

 

Also included in the project was a mechanism to restore a volume to an earlier snapshot, this is useful for cloned test 

databases. To restore a volume to an earlier snapshot, use a command similar to the following: 

 
$ vol --restore OraData --snapname Snap-170805-A 

 

Nimble also has the capability of grouping volumes into sets or "collections". By defining a collection, sets of volumes 

can be snapshotted all at once at the exact same point in time; this is useful for consistency. 

 

Tip on creating a collection: When creating a volume collection through the GUI front end web interface, a snapshot 

protection schedule must be created. However, the filer has no way of coalescing the database before the snapshot, any 

snapshots taken this way will require crash recovery, which is not ideal. Also the automated snapshots are removed 

after a certain length of time based on the retention schedule; if the old snapshot is mounted, or the Oracle servers are 

still logged in, the filer will remove the snapshot anyway, leaving the Linux block device in a faulty state. These concerns 

can be eliminated by creating the volume collection through the CLI. When crated through the CLI, you do not have to 

specify a schedule. Without a schedule all snapshots will need to be created manually, which is exactly what we want. 

We need the Oracle servers to decide when to snapshot the volumes rather than the filer. Snapshots created in this way 

are considered “unmanaged” because they don’t have a schedule. This is to be expected, and will require a process to 

clean these up when no longer needed. 

 

You can use commands similar to the following to create a volume collection without a schedule: 

 
$ volcoll --create ProdVolColl --description "Oracle Prod Volume Collection" 

$ vol --assoc Prod-OraData --volcoll OraVolColl1 

$ vol --assoc Prod-OraIndx --volcoll OraVolColl1 ... 



A volume can only belong to one collection at a time, it would be useful for volumes to be associated with multiple 

collections, this would facilitate more specialized collections based on certain scenarios; maybe in later Nimble releases. 

The cron schedulers are then used on the various Oracle servers to coalesce the database, create snapshots on the filer, 

and mount them if needed. We can also clone them to be used for Oracle test databases and mount the clones. In 

addition, cron schedulers will also be used to create a daily report of unmanaged snapshots and remove old snapshots 

that are no longer needed. 

 

Here are some of the things we need to address with this approach: 

 

1. Running Nimble commands from Oracle servers from within scripts 

2. Coalescing the database before snapshots 

3. XFS file system and LVM limitations 

4. Keeping Linux devices synced with Nimble devices 

5. Limited Nimble CLI reporting 

6. Cleaning up old snapshots 

7. Maintaining /etc/fstab 

8. Recovering and renaming the Oracle database for test systems 

9. Discovering and correcting iSCSI error conditions. 

 

Addressing the problems: 

CLI commands from Scripts 
 

Nimble is SSH compatible, however I won’t go into setting up SSH auto connect in detail, but here is a quick summary:  

 

Create RSA/DSA keys on each Oracle Server, (ssh-keygen, leave pass-phrase blank). Import those keys to the Nimble 

filer. This creates a trusted one-way connection from the Oracle servers to the Nimble filer allowing the Oracle servers 

to run commands on the Nimble filer without a password which is necessary for scripting. Once this is setup, running 

commands on the filer from remote hosts becomes easy: The following command will list all volumes. 

 
# ssh –l CLIUser NimbleHost "vol –-list" 

 

Note: It is recommended that a new Nimble user be created to facilitate CLI access. Nimble by default blocks write 

access to the home directory, but they have their own utility called “sshkey” which must be used to import SSH keys. 

After this is done for each Oracle server, you will have the ability to run SSH commands on the filer from the remote 

servers without having to supply a password. You will also need to promote the new Nimble CLI user to super-user 

status temporarily to import SSH keys, after SSH is configured and the keys imported, you can de-mote the user to 

power-user and the SSH connections will still function. 

Coalescing The Database 
 

Once we have the SSH configured we can easily coalesce the database, create a snapshot, create the iSCSI connection 

and mount the new snapshots. This seems complicated but It’s actually quite simple, the below example will illustrate. 

 

Note: the "nouuid" option in the mount command, we will talk about that in the next section. Also note that familiarity 

with Oracle, Linux and Nimble are required. 

 

 



Assuming two Oracle volumes, the commands to create and mount a snapshot are similar to the following: 

 

SQL> alter database archive log current; 

SQL> alter database begin backup; 

# ssh –l CLIUser NimbleHost "volcoll --snap ProdVolColl --snapcoll_name Snap-170805-A --description 

\"On Request Snapshot\" --allow_writes --start_online" 

SQL> alter database end backup; 

# ncmadm –-rescan NimbleHost 

# ncmadm –l (Note the new device names – Prod-Data-Snap-170805-A-ssn) 

# mount –o nouuid /dev/nimblestorage/Prod-OraData-Snap-170805-A-ssn /snaps/OraData 

# mount –o nouuid /dev/nimblestorage/Prod-OraIndx-Snap-170805-A-ssn /snaps/OraIndx etc…  

 

After the above commands have been completed, we now have snapshots available to the server with the database 

coalesced and mounted and ready to be written to disk/tape as a backup or ready to be cloned for test databases. 

  

XFS, and LVM limitations 
 

This has the potential of being a very lengthy discussion. I will keep it brief and hit the highlights. We run into problems if 

the base Oracle production volumes are created using LVM. You can do this if you want, there are ways to get around 

the issues. This, in my opinion, is not necessarily the best approach because it involves putting a volume manager (LVM) 

on top of another volume manager (Nimble) which is redundant. Furthermore, we run into problems mounting LVM 

volumes because when a snapshot is taken of an LVM volume, there are now multiple volumes with the same LVM 

designation and the mount will fail. 

 

It is better to create a direct XFS file system on the base Nimble volumes to reduce complexity and I/O management; 

however, this approach is not without issues either. First, XFS uses UUID’s, so there are problems mounting a snapshot 

or clone to the same server from which it was taken. Similar problems are encountered when mounting clones based on 

the same snapshot. The problem is that we cannot mount two file systems with the same UUID. Second, the XFS file 

system has a journal, so the FS log is in an in-consistent state because of the snapshot. Third, if you use SELINUX, you 

could get warnings about SELINUX file labels. Despite the problems, these three issues are easily solved. 

 

The process to fix these issues involves mounting the snapshot/clone with the nouuid option, regenerating the UUID and 

restoring SELINUX labels. The process of mounting and un-mounting the snapshot or clone closes out the XFS file system 

log cleanly which is required to regenerate the UUID. The commands would look something like the following: 

 

Note: This process was only done for clones because mounting a snapshot is temporary to pull backups, and using the 

nouuid option is sufficient, but for clones which are more permanent, the XFS cleanup steps should be performed. 
 

# mount –o nouuid /dev/nimblestorage/Prod-OraData-ssn /u01 

# restorecon -Rv /u01 

# umount /u01  

# xfs_admin -U generate /dev/nimblestorage/Prod-OraData-ssn 

# mount /dev/nimblestorage/Prod-OraData-ssn /u01 

 

After the above commands we end up with clones or snapshots which can be mounted anywhere without limitations.  

Keeping Linux Devices Consistent 
 

Keeping Linux devices consistent with the filer and across all Oracle servers is critical. For example, I can log into the 

Nimble CLI via SSH and remove unused snapshots; however, Linux doesn’t like it when block devices suddenly disappear. 

This can cause I/O timeouts, faulty multipath devices, orphaned iSCSI sessions, and in extreme cases, can destabilize the 



Linux kernel. To keep this from happening all configured block devices need to be remove on all Oracle servers, and all 

iSCSI sessions for the device must be logged off before removal. 

 

The ncmadmin tool provided by Nimble has an option to remove all multipath, iscsi devices and sign out of all iscsi 

sessions relating to the device. It will also cleanup the Linux dm device stack including all the /dev/sd<n> block devices. 

This de-configures all references to the device from the Linux server and saves us quite a lot of effort, kudos to Nimble 

for providing this. 

 

To cleanly remove a nimble snapshot use commands similar to the following, assuming the device is not mounted on 

either server. Also remember SSH must be configured between the Oracle servers as well. 

 

To remove a snapshot called Snap-170805-A on Prod-OraData: 

 
# ssh OraHost1 "ncmadm --remove /dev/nimblestorage/Prod-OraData-Snap-170805-A-ssn"  

# ssh OraHost2 "ncmadm --remove /dev/nimblestorage/Prod-OraData-Snap-170805-A-ssn"  

# ssh –l CLIUser NimbleHost "snap –-delete Snap-170805-A --vol Prod-OraData" 

 

To remove a clone: 

 
# ssh OraHost1 "ncmadm --remove /dev/nimblestorage/Clone-OraData-c1-ssn"  

# ssh OraHost2 "ncmadm --remove /dev/nimblestorage/Clone-OraData-c1-ssn” 

# ssh –l CLIUser NimbleHost "vol --offline Clone-OraData-c1" 

# ssh –l CLIUser NimbleHost "vol --delete Clone-OraData-c1" 

 

Notes: The command to offline the clone may fail if run immediately after removing Linux devices. If this happens you 

can wait a few minutes, then try again. It shouldn’t take more than a few minutes for the filer to realize all connections 

are closed. 

 

The ncmadm utility does not return status codes or write to STDERR. All return codes are zero and all output seems to 

go to STDOUT. The only way to determine if ncmadm failed is to save the output in a log file and search the file for 

success or error string patterns. 

  
ssh OraHost1 "ncmadm --remove /dev/nimblestorage/Clone-OraData-c1-ssn" > ncm.out 2>&1 

if [[ $(grep –i "error pattern" ncm.out) ]]; then 

   # Error Handling Here 

fi 

 

The login user flag for ssh (-l) for the Oracle servers are not needed if you are running the command as the user setup for 

SSH logins, in this case root. 

 

Maintaining /etc/fstab 
 

Another challenge is that the ncmadm tool installs Nimble devices with SSN or UUID’s. This means the entry in /etc/fstab 

looks something like this, note the _netdev option is required: 

 
/dev/nimblestorage/Clone-OraData-c1-354eba9009c09f83  /mount/dir  xfs  defaults,_netdev,nofail 0 0 

 

Every time an auto-mounted Nimble device is re-generated, the SSN changes, this requires an update to /etc/fstab. A 

similar update is required if a mount point is re-pointed to a different device.  

 



A procedure must be written to change this value when updated. You can do this using perl. Extract the current device 

from /etc/fstab or ncmadm -l, then use commands similar the following to change it: 

 

Note the use of the "|" character because the usual "/" character is used as file pathing within the replacement strings.  

 
# perl -p -i -e "s|$oldname|$newname|" /etc/fstab 

 

Cloning an Oracle Database. 
 

So we need to provide a way to take a hot backup from the source database and use it to create a test database with a 

different name. We can use the snapshot we took earlier in this document to create a clone of the necessary Oracle 

volumes then mount them on the test server. However additional tasks are needed because the database is in backup 

mode and must be taken out and recovered first, then shutdown cleanly. After a recovery and clean shutdown, it can be 

re-named by recreating the Oracle control file. Once this is scripted it can run seamlessly without any user intervention 

and will work as long as the physical structure of the database does not change, such as adding a data file. Also, by 

keeping Oracle on a file system rather than ASM, production backups become easy. Simply compress the data files of 

the desired snapshot using common OS tools such as tar/gzip and write them to a staging area or tape. The main 

advantage to this approach is that it is easy for non-DBA staff to understand, and you don’t have to know that much 

about Oracle to maintain the backups or even perform restores. 

  

Restoring Oracle involves temporarily starting it up, performing a recovery, then shutting it down cleanly. This must be 

done on the test server. Do not create a listener for this recovery database nor a password file, this will prevent 

unauthorized access to the database while it is being recovered. The recovery should only take a moment and no 

additional redo logs should be needed since the snapshot was taken immediately after archiving and placing the 

database in backup mode, all necessary information to recover should be contained in the online redo logs. It is also 

recommended that the source snapshot be taken at relatively low transaction periods. 

 

To accomplish this, we need a modified source database Oracle parameter file on the test server; the memory can be 

reduced and any other parameters can be adjusted. This parameter file is only needed to facilitate the recovery. Since 

there is no listener or password file, access to this database is confined to the test server. All other specialized 

parameters such as data guard, dispatches, and other similar production parameters should be disabled. It is also helpful 

to use symlinks to reference data files defined in the source control files on the test system. When recovering the source 

database, the control files reference invalid locations on the test system. Rather than play musical directories or mount 

points, symlinks can be used to easily target the desired clone set for the test database. If a different database needs to 

be recovered later, simply re-point the symlinks to the new clone-set and recover as usual. 

 

Example: PROD volumes were cloned and mounted to /u01/data/SANDBOX1 on the test server. However, the PROD 

control files on the cloned devices are expecting data files to exist at /u01/data/PROD. To facilitate an easy recovery, a 

symlink can be created pointing /u01/data/PROD to /u01/data/SANDBOX1. This will quickly and easily target the desired 

test database without mounting and unmounting devices.  

 

Use the techniques above to snapshot and create a clone of the necessary Oracle data volumes, then mount them on 

the test server. Once this is done, mounted to the proper file paths, and the necessary symlinks created, recovery would 

look something like this: 

 

 

 

 



Ensure ORACLE_SID and environment are set correctly as the source database, remember this is done on the test server. 
 

SQL> startup mount 

SQL> alter database end backup; 

SQL> alter database recover; 

SQL> shutdown immediate 

 

After issuing the above commands, the database is now in a consistent state and ready for rebuilding the control file and 

renaming the database. To accomplish this, we will use the create control file SQL stmt. Since this statement can get 

rather large and complicated we can have Oracle generate the script for us, then modify it as needed. To generate a 

control file script, enter the following command on the source database: 

 
SQL> alter database backup controlfile to trace; 

 

Navigate to the rdbms database trace directory in the Oracle diagnostics directory and find the newly created control 

file trace. There will be 2 scripts available within the same file. Either command can be used, but we will use the first one 

for an example.  We will need to copy the script to the test server and change the script to resemble the following 

format: 

 

Notes: The "REUSE" keyword was changed to "SET", this will set a new database name, we must also open the database 

with the resetlogs, and noarchivelog options. If archive log mode is desired in a test system, it can be enabled later. 

 

Below is the proper format for the create control file statement: 

 
startup nomount 

create controlfile SET database "SANDBOX1" resetlogs noarchivelogs 

... Default paramters 

... Make sure logfile section has correct pathing for target database, change as needed 

... Make sure datafile section has correct pathing for target database, change as needed 

Character set <cset>; 

 

At this point, this is the end of the create control file command; however, a few more commands are necessary to use 

the database. The following commands should be issued after the main control file script. Make sure to include the temp 

table space commands at the end of the Oracle created SQL script. 

 
Alter database open resetlogs; 

Alter tablespace temp add tempfile … 

Alter database rename global_name to SANDBOX1.DOMAIN 

<any other commands you wish to execute> 

 

The second control file statement in the script is not needed and can be removed. Then the script can now be run on the 

target database. We need to switch the environment and ORACLE_SID to SANDBOX1. This new Oracle SID will be 

needed to start and stop the database from this point on. The database will start in the nomount state even though the 

database names do not match. After running the script against the cloned target database, the database should have a 

new name and be open for use. It may also be necessary to restart the database because some tools may have trouble 

connecting after being opened from a nomount state. 

 

If you wish to change your DBID after changing the name, use a command similar to the following. Note this command is 

run from the Oracle user at the Linux Prompt and the database must be in the MOUNT state. After the command is 

executed the database is shut down and must be reopened with the resetlogs option, this can also can be scripted. 

 
$ nid target=sys/syspass@SANDBOX1 logfile=/logs/newid.log 

 

 



Note: The traditional way to rename the Oracle database was chosen because it’s simple, direct, works well with 

scripting, and no other Oracle tools or commands were necessary. It also provides a way update all data files with the 

new location in one easy step. Once this script is created and modified, it can be used to re-provision the test database as 

long as the structure doesn’t change, you will need one script for each of the test databases you maintain. 

Oracle File Pathing 
 

To keep things simple, the data files of the source database were created at the root locations of the Nimble volumes 

with no directories or file pathing. This allowed the volume to be mounted to any directory without having to change file 

paths or rename directories. This approach also works well with using symlinks to recover as explained above. 

 

A simple example of a two Oracle volume installation with this type of structure would look like the following: 

 
Nimble Volume 1 mounted to -> /u01/data/PROD/ 

Nimble Volume 2 mounted to -> /u02/data/PROD/ 

 

By placing the data files on the root location of the Nimble volume, they can then be mounted to any file path on the 

test server and make it easy to maintain proper file pathing. For example, on the test system for the database called 

TEST1 would look like the following: 

 
Cloned Nimble Volume 1 mounted to -> /u01/data/TEST1/ 

Cloned Nimble Volume 2 mounted to -> /u02/data/TEST1/ 

 

Notice this method automatically puts all files in the correct location for that specific database, and can support any 

number of test database. If a new database is needed, just create the directories and mount the clones directly to the 

new locations and all file pathing will be consistent without having to rename directories. 

 

Note on Online Redo Logs: The online redo log volumes are part of the Oracle volume collection, these are needed for 

database recovery prior to re-provisioning, however these are not clones. Typically, this volume is relatively small (under 

1G in for small shops). Due to the constant activity of the redo logs, these volumes were not cloned. Instead the test 

redo logs are located on a dedicated Nimble base volume. The corresponding redo log snapshots are temporarily 

mounted and the logs copied to the permanent location just prior to recovery. This reduced the number of clones 

needed, furthermore it eliminated all the redo log activity to any clones that would have been created, it also saves a 

little on snapshot I/O and prevents the log snapshots from immediately inflating. 

Discovering iSCSI Error Conditions 
 

Because iSCSI connections are constantly changing, it is recommended that you check for iSCSI error conditions on a 

regular basis. The following commands can be used to search for any iSCSI error conditions; these can be scheduled to 

run periodically: 

 

1. Faulty multipath deviecs: Enter the following command to display any faulty multipath devices. 

 
# multipath –l | grep –i faulty 

 

2. Orphaned iSCSI sessions: (Any device not logged in could indicate an orphaned iscsi session) 

 
# iscsiadm –m session –P 1 | grep –i "connection state:" | grep –iv "logged in" 

  



To correct faulty multipath devices. Perform the following steps: 
 

Get a full dump of all multipath connections and save it to a file and use VI to search for the word "faulty". 

 

# multipath -l > /tmp/m.txt 

# vi /tmp/m.txt 

 

Make note of the following information in the header section of the faulty devices. 

 

1. The main dm device in the header of the faulty device section, example "dm-23" 

2. The main mpath device name in the header of the faulty device section, example "mpathnnn" 

 

Lookup the nimble device link whose target is Linux "dm" device noted above (in this example we look for dm-23). 

 
# ls -l /dev/nimblestorage | grep -iw dm-23 

Prod-OraData-Snap-170805-A-09234a0980b0990d098-9f09ff09eeb -> ../dm-23 

 

Note the full nimble device: Prod-OraData-Snap-170805-A-09234a0980b0990d098-9f09ff09eeb 

 

Remove the nimble device and multipath using commands similar to the following: 

  
# ncmadm --remove Prod-OraData-Snap-170805-A-09234a0980b0990d098-9f09ff09eeb 

# multipath -ll /dev/mpathnnn 

# mltipath -f /dev/mpathnnn 

 

Verify the faulty device no longer exists, the below command should return nothing: 

 
# multipath -l | grep -i faulty 

 

Repeat for each Oracle server with faulty devices. 

 

To correct orphaned iSCSI sessions: 
 

Orphaned iSCSI sessions also produce excessive system error logs in the following format: 

 
<date> Ora1 iscsid: conn 0 login rejected: initiator error (n/n) 

 

If you are receiving iSCSI errors in the system log you can search for orphaned sessions. Here is how to correct orphaned 

sessions: 

 

Identify orphaned devices 

 
# iscsiadm -m session -P 1 | grep -i "Connection State:" | grep -iv "logged in" 

 

If above command returns any rows, then identify the necessary information to clean up the sessions by dumping the 

complete output to a text file and searching for the required information. 

 
# iscsiadm -m session -P 1 > /tmp/i.txt 

# vi /tmp/i.txt 

 
  



Use VI or scroll down to search for connection status that are not "LOGGED IN". The status may fluctuate between IN 

LOGIN and TRANSPORT WAIT or other similar statuses. Make note of the following information: 

 

1. Full Iqn target of the device in heading of the section. The target should also have a snapshot or volume name 

2. Snapshot or Volume name in the IQN. 

 

The IQN target should look something like the following: 

Note: by using the full IQN we can make sure we log out of the correct session.  

  
iqn.2007-11.com.nimblestorage:Prod-OraDaa-Snap-170805-A-d098d.c09809a098d09809f.000099.0000099 

 

Make sure there is no corresponding nimble device for the snapshot or volume name listed. Typically, there will be no 

corresponding deice which is why the mpath device is faulty. 

 
ncmadm -l | grep -i Prod-OraDaa-Snap-170805-A 

 

If there are local Linux devices still configured remove the local dm device stack first using ncmadm --delete, otherwise If 

nothing is returned then use iscsiadm to log out of the session, substitute full target name with the target name from 

the header of the iscsiadm -m session -P 1 output. Substitute port 3260 if different. The command looks like the 

following: 

 
iscsiadm -m node -u -T <full iqn target name> -p NimbleHost:3260 

 

Example: 
 

iscsiadm -m node -u -T iqn.2007-11.com.nimblestorage:Prod-OraDaa-Snap-170805-A-

d098d.c09809a098d09809f.000099.0000099 

 

After successful logout review syslog and make sure the messages have stopped. 

 

If any other error condition arises, there is also a troubleshooting section in the Nimble Linux Integration manual 

available on info-sight with other good information that is not covered here. 

 

Limited CLI Nimble Reporting 
 

Reporting and information gathering is one of the areas I think Nimble can use some enhancements, getting summarized 

information about devices via CLI Isn’t easy. The only consolidated information reports they provide is a basic list of 

volumes and snapshots. This is very limited information. To get detailed information we must issue a separate command 

for each specific device. 

 

For example, to get detailed information about a snapshot: 

 
# ssh –l CLIUser NimbleHost "snap --info Snap-170805-A --vol Prod-OraData" 

 

The detailed information will list all aspects of the device such as created date, type of volume (BASE,SNAP,CLONE), 

description, base snapshot if a clone, and other needed information.  Due to limited reporting capabilities, compiling a 

simple report of "which Nimble snapshots are cloned" requires an info call to the filer for each snapshot, then a search 

of the returned information. This could require hundreds of calls to the filer for device information and can take a bit of 

time. In order to create detailed reports and not flood the filer with hundreds of info commands every time a report is 

requested, a repository of device information and bit of scripting is required. The overview is detailed below. 



 

Nimble Information Repository: 
 

Because the only consolidated reports we have available is a simple list of snapshots and volumes, we need a way to 

easily compile detailed summary reports without flooding the filer with hundreds requests for information. We need a 

way to determine such things as which volumes have snapshots? Which snapshots are cloned? And if a certain device is 

mounted. We also need to know things like created date, description and volume type. 

 

Because there is no way to generate these reports directly with Nimble utilities, what we need to do is coalesce all the 

information and save it in a consolidated “repository”, then we can generate the reports we need using standard Unix 

tools. 

 

The “repository” will simply be a directory with text file dumps of all the detailed information for each individual device. 

We will initially need to generate a "vol --info" or "snap --info" command on each device, then save this information to a 

text file with the name corresponding to the device. For example, the file /nr/Prod-OraData-Snap-170805-A.txt will be a 

detailed informational dump of the snapshot called Snap-170805-A on volume Prod-OraData. Once we have a text file 

for each nimble device in one place, we can search the repository for the necessary information. 

 

Here is how to create the reporting repository: 

 

1. Iterate through all volumes in all relevant initiator groups (vol --list) including clones 

2. For each volume get an info dump if it doesn't already exist and save it to a text file in the repository directory 

 
if [[ ! –f "/nr/Prod-OraData.txt" ]]; then 

   ssh –l CLIUser NimbleHost "vol --info Prod-OraData" > /nr/Prod-OraData.txt 

fi 

 

3. Iterate through all the unmanaged snapshots (snap --list) 

4. For each snapshot get an info dump if it doesn't already exist and save it to a text file in the repository directory 

 
if [[ ! –f "/nr/Prod-OraData-Snap-170805-A.txt" ]]; then 

ssh –l CLIUser NimbleHost "snap --info Snap-170805-A --vol Prod-OraData" > /nr/Prod-

OraData-Snap-170805-A.txt 

fi 

 

The resulting repository could have hundreds of text files. The process to refresh the repository would consist of 

generating a list of snapshots and clones then checking if the corresponding dump file exists; if not, issuing the info 

command only for the missing devices. This way info calls to the filer are dramatically reduced. Once this repository is 

created we can use it to create detailed reports to help facilitate integration. Below is an example of a detailed report 

that was created to support integration. 

  

Note: The full nimble device name was enclosed in colons because the filer concatenates volume and snapshot names to 

designate certain devices. This was done to reduce complexity when pattern searching. For example, searching for the 

pattern “Prod-OraData” will also return all the snapshots such as Prod-OraData-Snap-170805-A. By searching for “:Prod-

OraData:” any false positives can be prevented and allows scripting to be more precise. 

 

Below is an example of a similar report created for the project, the report searches the reporting repository and quickly 

compiles the required information without calling the filer. 

  



Extended Report Based on initiator groups for the various Oracle servers. 
 

Full Nimble Device   Full Nimble Device name eclosed in ":"  

Create Date   Device Created Date 

Volume Type   BASE,CLONE,SNAP 

Cloned    If a device is cloned: YES/NO 

Snapshotted   If a device has a snapshot: YES/NO 

Logged in Local   Is device installed local (ncmadm –l) 

DM Device   Linux dm device designation Example dm-23 

Mpath Device   Multipath device designation, Example mpathnn 

Mounted   Mounted Local YES/NO 

SSN/UUID   SSN/UUID of device 

Mount Device   Full device name, Example /dev/nimblestorate/device-name-ssn 

 

After creating or removing nimble devices, the repository must be keep up to date, so the next time the extended report 

is generated it is accurate. After removal of a Nimble device via SSH, we must use SSH to remove the corresponding txt 

file from the repository on each Oracle server. An example is given in the next section on snapshot cleanup. 
 

The repository is a representation of what is installed on the filer not on the local machine so devices can exist in the 

repository that are not listed in the ncmadm –l output, depending on how initiator groups are setup. For example, since 

the production server has no use of the cloned snapshots which are only used to support test databases, access to the 

clones is given only the test initator groups; this reduces the number of devices on the production server. In this 

scenario, cloned devices will appear in the extended device report but not installed on the production sever.  

 

The extended report must be run for each Oracle server because the "Mounted Local" field is server specific; so in 

addition to the text files we will also have an extended report for each oracle server. All reports for all oracle servers will 

need to be looked at to determine if the device is mounted. Assuming the script to generate the extended report is 

called "exrep.sh", SSH can be used to generate a report for all oracle servers and save it in the informational repository 

such as in the following example: 

 
# ssh OraHost1 "/bin/exrep.sh" > /nr/OraHost1.domain.com.exrep.txt 

# ssh OraHost2 "/bin/exrep.sh" > /nr/OraHost2.domain.com.exrep.txt 

 

Going through the trouble and time to develop this reporting approach seems a little extreme at first, but compiling this 

on the fly would require hundreds of redundant calls to the filer for device information. If you have multiple Oracle 

servers, these calls will quickly add up. Using a repository approach the only calls needed would be to list the volumes 

and snapshots; then only the device information that is missing will be generated. The repository also provides a way to 

keep all information in an easy to access format; simply use grep/awk/perl or your favorite utility to extract information 

and build detailed reports. 

Removing Snapshots 
 

As stated previously all snapshots created manually are unmanaged, which just means that the filer will not remove 

them. To remove old snapshots, we first must know if the snapshot is mounted on any Oracle server. Since Nimble will 

remove a snapshot even if it is mounted, this information is necessary to maintain I/O consistency. The filer should 

return an error if an attempt is made to remove a cloned snapshot or a snapshotted clone; however, it is still helpful to 

know this information beforehand. The critical piece is weather a snapshot is mounted on any device. This is where the 

extended report comes in handy. 

 



As it stands now in order to determine if a volume is mounted we need to look up the corresponding dm device. Once 

we get the dm device, we can look up the multiplath device. From here we can cross-reference /etc/mtab to see if it’s 

mounted. For example, to find out if Prod-OraData-Snap-170805-A is mounted we can use ncmadm –l to lookup the dm 

device; however, the device number is located on a different line than the first occurrence of the search device, so we 

can have grep output the following 2 lines then look for the device designation. The commands to find the dm device 

number from the ncmadm –l output would look something like this: 

  
# ncmamd –l | grep –iA2 Prod-OraData-Snap-170805-A | grep –i device= 

Array_id=nn device=/dev/dm-234 

 

# multipath –l | grep –iw dm-234 

mpathsw (102834018234009124380) dm-234  Nimble  ,Server 

 

# grep –i mpathsw /etc/mtab 

 

You could also obtain the dm device listing the Nimble device directory and note the symbolic link target: 

 
# ls –l /dev/nimblestorage | grep –i Prod-OraData-Snap-170805-A 

/dev/nimblestorage/ Prod-OraData-Snap-170805-A-ssn -> ../dm-234 

 

End-to-end High-Level Processes 
 

Here are a few end-to-end high level examples of some of the more complex processes: 

 

Create and mount snapshot collections: 
 

1. Coalesce the database (Enable backup mode) 

2. SSH to filer and create snapshot collection 

3. Disable backup mode 

4. Rescan the filer for new iSCSI connections 

5. Lookup desired device designations using ncmadm -l  

6. Mount desired devices using nouuid option 

7. Unmount and cleanup XFS if desired 

 

Remove unused unmanaged snapshot: 
 

1. Iterate through the snapshots 

2. For each snapshot check the following from the master report 

a. Is the snapshot older than desired age? 

b. Is the snapshot cloned? 

c. Is the snapshot mounted on any server? 

d. If snapshot is not cloned, mounted and over the desired age 

a. Remove local Linux device using ncmadm –remove on all Oracle servers 

b. Remove Device from the filer 

c. Remove the information repository text file dump 

 

  



Note: Nimble CLI commands do return error codes, as a result some of the above validation checks may be done by 

default from the filer. 

 

Clones get removed while refreshing test databases, there is no need for a process to remove clones. Also the snapshot-

clone-snapshot-clone cycle was intentionally limited to a depth of one to reduce complexity. 

 

Refresh a database: 
 

Source Server 

1. Place the source database in backup mode 

2. Remotely snapshot the Oracle volume collection 

3. Take the source database out of backup mode 

 

Test Server 

4. Identify the target database to refresh 

5. Shutdown the target database 

6. Unmount the current clones for that target 

7. Use ssh and ncmadm --remove to remove the clone devices from all Oracle servers 

8. Offline and remove the current clones from the Nimble filer 

9. Identify the new snapshot on which to base the refreshed database (the one you created in step 2) 

10. Create Nimble clones (One for each required volume within the collection, Data, Index, etc…) 

11. Rescan the filer, which loges into, and installs the new cloned devices 

12. Cleanup the XFS file system on the new clones 

13. Mount the new clones to the proper locations 

14. Update /etc/fstab with the new device names 

15. Refresh corresponding online redo logs, this involves mounting the corresponding snapshots, then copying the 

redo logs to the correct location, then unmounting the snapshots. 

16. Repoint or create symlinks to target the corresponding clone set, and recover the database, then shut it down 

17. Re-provision the database to the desired test database name by re-creating the control file 

18. Run any custom scripts to setup the new test database 

 

Test Backups and Restore 
 

Functionality was also required to make backups of test databases and restore them if needed. Also needed was the 

ability to restore any test database from the backup of another. This cannot be done if we are limited to one clone.  

Here are a few ways we can address this: 

 

Copy Method (Current Method): I was able to use a current test database restore processes I implemented in the past. 

The process allows regular staff to take a disk backup of any test database and restore it back, or move it to another test 

database. This is accomplished by shutting down the test database and compressing the entire database to local storage. 

The copy can then be restored by overwriting the target data files and renaming the database if restored to a different 

target. Creating a process using snapshots would have added to the complexity of the integration scripts and additional 

development cost. The disadvantage to the current copy method is that it that it takes quite a bit of time and space to 

back up the entire database and it inflates the snapshot usage upon restore. Since the new Nimble filer dramatically 

increased I/O performance, the time it takes to back up a test system and restore it was acceptable. 

  

  



Snapshot Method: I also designed a process using snapshots that was not implemented due to time and cost; here are 

the details: It would start with a process to create snapshots and clones of a test databases. Then a process to 

reconfigure the database to another name if needed using the techniques discussed previously in this article. The critical 

piece of the procedure would be a “database clone selector”. This would be a selector menu to select the various clone 

sets configured for corresponding databases. Once these processes are in place we could use the database clone 

selector to simply unmount and mount the desired clone set and change over the redo log set; this would be similar to a 

speaker selector switch (CloneA, CloneB, CloneC). This also has the added benefit of having multiple versions of the 

same database and a mechanism to quickly change between them, similar to VMWare Go-To snapshot functionality, 

(the database would need to be shut down before switching). The database selector would need to know what clones 

are configured for which database. To track this, the Nimble clone description could be used to store which database the 

clone is configured for and the database clone selector can present clones for the appropriate database. Of course when 

the description is changed, we must update the dump file in the Nimble repository to reflect the change.  If you needed 

to refresh a parent test database with child snapshots and clones, you would have to create another clone based on the 

desired parent snapshot and use the database clone selector to switch it over, thus keeping the original device chain 

intact.  A more detailed cleanup process would be needed to check all child devices before a snapshots could be 

removed, and a more detailed volume, snapshot and clone report would be needed to fully iterate each device chain. As 

you see this would require a bit more complexity than what is currently being used, but it would be a fun project. 

Other Tips 
 

Iterate through Nimble volumes: 
 

To iterate through volumes that belong to relevant initiator groups first get a list of desired initiator groups; this can be 

hard coded if desired or stored in a text configuration file. The tail –n +6 means to discard the header on the first 6 lines: 

 
ssh –l CLIUser NimbleHost "vol --list --initiatorgrp group1" | tail –n +6  >/nr/vols.txt" 

ssh –l CLIUser NimbleHost "vol --list --initiatorgrp group2" | tail –n +6 >>/nr/vols.txt" 

 

for vname in $(awk '{ print $1 }' < /nr/vols.txt) ; do 

   echo "$vname" 

done 

  

Iterate through Nimble snapshots: 
 
ssh –l CLIUser NimbleHost "snap --list --all" > /nr/snapall.txt 

 

for sname in $(tail -n +5 /nr/snapall.txt | awk '{ print $1"-"$2 }') ; do 

   echo "$sname" 

done 

 

By iterating through the volumes and snapshots above and inserting the repository creation block from above you will 

have the basis of how to create an information repository for creating advanced reports. 

 

If you have a desire to track Nimble commands for auditing purposes, we can incorporate them into the Oracle server 

system log by using the logger command. Some processes generate many information commands for reporting, so the 

information commands were not included in the logging. Below will log a snapshot removal in the  Linux system log, 

which will also propagate to any external logging servers. We can also write to an audit log maintained on the server: 

 
# logger "Nimble: snap --remove Snap-170805-A --vol Prod-OraData" 

# echo "$(date): snap --remove Snap-170805-A --vol Prod-OraData" >> /logs/nimbleaudit.log 

 



Oracle Backup Mode: 

To coalesce the database, you must place the entire database in backup mode. One of the things Oracle does in backup 

mode is it freezes the datafile headers. This has many subtle implications, but there are two major things to keep in 

mind. First: extra redo is produced because Oracle saves the entire block of any changes made to the header within the 

redo logs, which it normally doesn’t do. Two, if the database is left too long in this state and something happens, then 

corruption could occur. It is good practice to always check this before resuming normal operating procedures. The 

following SQL will check the database is not in backup mode: 

SQL> select count(*) form v$backup where status = 'ACTIVE'; 

If the above SQL returns a non-zero result, then one or more datafiles have been left in backup mode. Assuming there 

are no snapshots or backup operations in progress, this can be corrected by issuing the following command: 

SQL> alter database end backup; 

In addition to checking for iSCSI error conditions, this check was also implemented to validate the status of the database 

after backup operations. 

 

Return Codes, Error Handling and Logging 

Although this is common bash programming, I thought it may be beneficial to incorporate a section on how to deal with 

error handling and logging. 

 

Most Linux commands will return a status code via the bash variable “$?”, in most situations a return code of 0 will 

signify success. A common technique is to either take a look at the return status using the “$?” bash variable or redirect 

output to log files and search for error patterns. There are two output streams we need to be familiar with. STDOUT and 

STDERR. Although both of these are displayed in a terminal window, they are two separate streams, and only STDOUT is 

captured by common redirection. If you don’t capture STDERR, any error messages will not be logged, and can only be 

seen if looking at the terminal, this really doesn’t help us if we are looking for an error that occurred yesterday. 

 

Redirection: 

# go.sh > go.log  -> Errors will not be captured because STDERR is going to the terminal 

# go.sh > go.log 2>&1  -> Both STDERR and STDOUT will go to same place and be captured. 

# go.sh > go.log 2> go.err -> Regular output goes to go.log and error output goes to go.err 

 

Once we get the error messages going where we want them we can take a look at the log or err files and search for error 

patterns. Another common technique is to direct STDERR to a separate file and if the file size is non-zero, then an error 

condition has occurred. This technique will not work with ncmadm because ncmadm does not write to STDERR or use 

return codes, if you wish to search for errors, pattern matching is the only way assuming the error messages will be 

captured during a particular failure, below are some simplified examples. 

 

Error detection using pattern matching: 

 
$ recoveroracle.sh > r.log 2>&1 

if [[ $(grep –i "ora-" r.log) ]]; then 

   # Error Handling Here 

fi  



Error detection using err file: 

 
touch /NonExistentDirectory/NonExistentFile > o.log 2> o.err 
if [[ ! -s o.err ]]; then 

   # Error Handling Here 

Fi 

 

Error detection using return codes: 

touch /NonExistentDirectory/NonExistentFile > /dev/null 2>&1 

If [[ $? –ne 0 ]]; then 

   # Error Handling Here 

fi 

 

Another handy tool I use for logging basic messages is a small function called printl. Instead of only printing to the 

screen, STDOUT is printed to the screen and a log file simultaneously. The basic format is below. Printf (similar to echo) 

is used to allow control over where carriage returns are placed, also notice embedded commands such as the date are 

translated. If this function is used in place of echo or printf for message printing, it is possible to maintain a log file of 

what the user is experiencing at the terminal. STDERR redirection for executing commands in conjunction with printl for 

messaging are commonly used to maintain log files, this allows review of the session later if needed. Note: STDERR is not 

needed in the function because the function is only used to print messages. 

 
printl(){ 
   [[ "${2}" == "V" && "$vflag" != "Y" ]] && return 

   [[ ! "${logfile}" ]] && local logfile="/admin/default.log" 

   printf "${1}" 

   printf "${1}" >> $logfile 

} 

 

printl "This message goes to both the terminal and a logfile\n" 

printl "Starting Process\n$(date)\n\nBegin...\n\n" 

 

Some of these processes can become complex so additional logging may be needed. It is not uncommon to have a 

second set of logging messages or verbose logging that is depended on a global or local variable and extra logging 

commands. The extra logging commands are useful when starting and stopping various sections in the script and can be 

used to identify what stage of the script if failing. In the above function the first line accomplishes this. If verbose logging 

is no longer needed, then simply switch off the flag. The second argument “V” tells the function to only log this message 

if the logging flag is set to Y. Below is an example of verbose logging, notice the extra logging commands with the second 

V argument. 

  
vflag="Y" 

printl "Invoking Function FunctionName" V 

# Some code here 

printl "Starting Pre-Checks" V 

# Some code here 

printl "Ending Pre-Checks Status Successfull" V 

printl "This message goes to both the terminal and a logfile\n" 

printl "Starting Process\n$(date)\n\nBegin...\n\n" 

 

These are basic examples, you can adjust as needed or split the functions and maintain separate logs, it is also common 

to add a date and time component to verbose logs for reference. It is recommended that adequate effort is spent on 

error handling and logging. The logging will make troubleshooting easier, which saves time, and adequate error handling 

will enhance the stability and reliability of your scripts and the underlying processes and systems they maintain.  



Nimble Improvement Suggestions 
 

If I could pick the most useful enhancements, it would be that Nimble provide a report similar to the extended report 

above, or they provide a similar read-only repository that is automatically maintained by the filer so users would have 

easy access to detailed information. 

 

Here is a summary of other improvements that would make the system easier to integrate, I hope Nimble would 

consider adding some of these into future releases. 

 

1. Add return codes to the ncmadm Linux toolkit command to facilitate error handling. 

2. Add an extended or integration report into ncmadm or the filer similar to the above example, or make an 

internal information repository available to users for read-only access to generate advanced reports. 

3. Include a mounted local flag in the ncmadm –l output. 

4. Include the corresponding multipath device in the ncmadm –l output. 

5. Include a CLI device report which lists which devices have snapshots and clones. 

6. Include some of this information in the integration manual such as the need to keep Linux devices consistent on 

all nodes and XFS file cleanup. 

Summary 
 

Using these techniques above, a fully integrated system can be created allowing regular users to maintain and manage 

it. Functions where created to perform the basic underlying tasks such as take, and optionally mount a snapshot, roll 

back a snapshot, create a clone, and check if a volume is mounted. Once the necessary functions were complete, larger 

tasks can be created, such as refresh a test database, remove snapshots and volumes, and cleanup old snapshots. It is 

also recommended to incorporate thorough error handling and logging so problems can be easily identified and 

corrected. The easy to configure Linux menu was used to organize and present all tasks to the user for easy execution. 

The menu can also help standardize maintenance procedures, simply install the menu on each Linux server, then just 

type menu.sh or hit the icon if you run GUI, and all the maintenance for that server is displayed. If you are interested in a 

free version of this menu, one can be obtained from the download page of our website. 

 

Hopefully this will provide you with a starting point for Nimble integration with Oracle non-ASM, even if you use ASM I 

believe some of this information can be used to enhance your current integration. You’re welcome to contact me If you 

require assistance or require further information. 
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